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Without formal, verifiable software requirements—and an effective system for managing them—the programs that developers think they’ve agreed to build often will not be the same products their customers are expecting. In Software Requirements, Second Edition, requirements engineering authority Karl Wiegers amplifies the best practices presented in this original award-winning text—now a mainstay for anyone participating in the software development process.

In this book, you’ll discover effective techniques for managing the requirements engineering process all the way through the development cycle—including dozens of techniques to facilitate that all-important communication between users, developers, and management. This updated edition features new case examples, anecdotes culled from the author’s extensive consulting career, and specific Next Steps for putting the book’s process-improvement principles into practice. You’ll also find several new chapters, sample documents, and an incisive troubleshooting guide.

Discover how to:

	Set achievable expectations for functionality and quality
	NEW: Incorporate business rules into application development
	Employ use cases to discover user requirements
	Arrest creeping requirements and manage change requests
	NEW: Deal with requirements on maintenance, outsourced, and package solution projects
	Curb the impulse to “gold-plate” your programs
	NEW: Grow effective requirements analysts
	Cut revisions—and costs—dramatically
	Produce better software!
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Wireless Communications Security (Artech House Universal Personal Communications)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Addressing the fast-growing need to integrate effective security features into wireless communication systems, this cutting-edge book offers a broad overview of wireless security, so engineers can choose the methods and techniques that are most appropriate for their projects. Professionals gain a solid understanding of critical cryptography...
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Expert Oracle Application Express Security (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Expert Oracle Application Express Security covers all facets of security related to Oracle Application Express (APEX) development.  From basic settings that can enhance security, to preventing SQL Injection and Cross Site Scripting attacks, Expert Oracle Application Express Security shows how to secure your APEX...
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Solar Power for Your Home (Green Guru Guides)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Easy, inexpensive, do-it-yourself solar energy projects


	Featuring step-by-step instructions and useful photos and illustrations, this hands-on guide is filled with solar energy solutions you can put to use right away. Solar Power for Your Home shows you how to set up a variety of simple, money-saving solar projects quickly...
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Excel 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to take your Excel applications to the next level by harnessing the power of the VBA language. This comprehensive resource will help you gain more control over your spreadsheets by using VBA while also showing you how to develop more dynamic Excel applications for other users. From introductory concepts to advanced developer topics, it...
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Synthetic Biology: Industrial and Environmental ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This is the only book to focus on industrial and environmental applications of synthetic biology, covering 17 of the most promising uses in the areas of biofuel, bioremediation and biomaterials. The contributions are written by experts from academia, non-profit organizations and industry, outlining not only the scientific basics but also the...
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Sunspots and Starspots (Cambridge Astrophysics)Cambridge University Press, 2008
Written from both an observational and historical perspective, this book is the first to provide a comprehensive combined account of sunspots and starspots. It begins with a substantial historical introduction, then explores the intricate structure of a sunspot's magnetic field and the prevalence of polar spots on stars. Additional topics covered...
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